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«~ invito.   B„rtn(t th. fMUylt "••* 
M>. — »•"•Mi« .f th. ho., 

*"" •" U th* - - - tw *. «* „ «. ^ „ hl. 
iw»* «. *    _, o«» PWMMlona. Alnort «vtivoM - - i—. ». a*. « ^ tl. foua4 ^ J- 

it.   And .« it i. t. the» .__- „. „ „ PWMM 

"""^ "••"<» ««•«* cu«« ,^„, 

«- «. u*. « i*. «_ „ .„„, „„^     •*- 

**• pap«r r.prt««ata th« i*tMt Är « 

••M to ditouj« variou« UMM. -# *w xou. «p.ot. of th. pulp «4 p^, lnduH|y# 
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«a curvati». and auction, contain* „.•ln .„ ^ „„ ^„„.^ 

«penano. »lD8d lB ,tart.ap> .^^ ^ .^^ ^ ^^ ^ 

«n^aent p.r..rai>1 at „lll8 in „.„,_ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ 

and  Portugal. 

EFFICIENCY man ne*•* 

Objectiva» of T^„,*ri Vllnt lM^ 

Smci„oy lg ^j, .^ aRalMt the ob ,BctivM of th< ^^ 

«.v^nt »ne.•,,.    Wnaraa. th«. a„ «, n„ of „.^ ^ 

ob,.*!•.,  U.a. »Klch „„„ KOV,mMnt, ^ ^nariiiy ^^ 

* a „a* to prclviae iu pcopU ^ _ wodi thM kM ^^ ^ 

P.M1M..    If .„ft ov.otiv, t. raauaa,.  a„d ^ m avaUaH. „^ 

n.y «M „ot h.v. 1)oror8 „a _ not deprtvsd of ^ _^ ^ 
than t„. .nt.rpri.. „iu have aUaiM(i a meM_ of ^^ ^ ^ 

fa aoo.pt.bl. to a>v.n,«.nt „d the „,„„„_ 

Th. pulp and papa, iMuatry „„ ^ ^„^ ^^ ^ ^ 

*»n«»v. „f ä.valoptnR oountriea M a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

objective can be met,  because of th« «i^r 
use Oí  the significance op paper in the whole 

national produotive process.    Paoer 4» +>,» K    ,     , 
'aper is the basis for literacy and literacy 

facilitates communication.    If there in •*» K. * 
there is to be an improve•* in the economy 

of an under-developed country,  paoer is nv.,    *    u 
ry,  paper is likely to be a major force which 

initiate, the **>*»..    fcoaM|1, of HQ 

. B Daae of the economy,  its 
develop^ i. f^oontl, heaviiy sub8idi,ed or proUcUd by ^ 

Efficiency or lack of efficiency «ay «i,   he r*,*^ +0 4.       . 
ft„ +K     . «late«  ,o „h, 81Zf; of the 8ubßi(i 

or the d^pree 0f protection a«TonUd. 

«* «— a. Mavazopea.. ta m.lMd.    ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 



^t. not on* ^ oerviceJe cooas Mhere there _  b0 

permit. 

Cost as a Measure of Em/H,^ 

» * «u of Mnulictlirlng M oelilns puip Md ^ in 

~ are eTO .« MteMlshed CMts ln thc ^ * 

*J    ft-. « there a. three mJO, C0B„ of the totai eost Bhich 

—t «»ay* bear the .« reUtlonshtp t0 „„, ^^     ^ ^ 

tabulated as follows: 

Item ~ 
  Percent of Total Cost 

Raw Materials 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 

?5 -30 
^ - 50 
25 - 30 

*—, « ». ^ toao¡ that> athouih there is ^^ $     ^ 

**- in»* of labour ln terM of ^^ per ton in ^ imia^ 

count«.., ^ „e generaliy ,o nuch w that the ^ oi ^ ta 

»»V <o« « vary .Uo.tantuny ftan oountiy   to comtiy 

* Pre« to nU9 lMU of emclency Mcd TOtj th(reforo> M ^ ^ 

«~»W. be directed «^^ ,t ra4ucing ^ ^ fcut ^ ^ 

«~*- to..«,. 4U of the comt ocgipoMnts ^^ ^^ 

B» Material« Crut. 

rulj^ood, or other fibre .ouree. and <•„...„.,.     ,. urce, «a charcal, uk, up the ^^t „^0«^ »   ~ „t.rul, ^   mr> twen m ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ 

-y b. «„u^^ XowUy w lw-_ ^^ to ^ in ^ 

-**.. fibre ecf ... b. 0OKpErrtle ,lth thMe avaiaAie to mmattm 

«. 1r«dy .OTe thos. ^   Any spMiai ^^ in ^ (iBsort>d 

fibre., for example) «.i be off..t w . 
orf<,et "» » "«".ponding advantage in >OM other 

— cogent.   When ra, Mterlal co6t. ^^ ^ ^ a ^^ ^ 

»""«in« «the. or to emciency of production at the .apply .ourc. 



Manufacturing Certe 

Manufacturing costs, which normally account for approximately half of the 

(.alai cost o>' production,  prent  Lhe greatest opportunity   for improvement 

in efficiency levels.    The componente of manu fac tur in-   cost and their round- 

number values are approximately a¡;  follows: 

Item 

Power/steam 
Manufacturing and Maintenance Materials 
Manufacturing and Maintenance Labour 
Administration Expenses and Taxes other 
than Income Tax 

Percent of Total C0st 

6 
7 
8 

It is significant that the only components of manufacturing costs which 

vary to even a minor extent with the rate of production are power and steam - 

all the other components represent costs which are time-related rather than 

production-related.    Major contributions to the reduction of manufacturing 

coats can be made by increasing the rate of production; the higher the 

production rate,  the lower the corresponding money value of the unit cost. 

Heedless to say the first step in increasing production rate,  is generally 

to attempt to make better use of existing plant and equipment. 

Transportation Costs 

Transportation costs are usually the product of the distance of the market from 

the source of the commodity and it is probably safe to say that few 

»anufacturers selling the world markets succeed in exploiting to the fullest 

possible extent opportunities for negotiating the most favourable transportation 

costs.    However,  in the developine countries, where transportation facilities 

are frequently limited,  fewer such opportunities are likely to present 

themselves. 

A basic problem for less efficient mill, is that high production cost, tend 

to ll«it the range within which, because of the tran portation cost factor, 

products.can be sold competitiveJy.    Reducing costs at the mill widens the 

range of markets and at the same time opens uP possibilities for negotiating 

more favourable transportation charges. 
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Quality,  Reliability oCjiiUj^^r^. 

» diacuaaion co„corni»s lhe ^,lfciJitlB6 of ^^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

vould be calote „ithout •f=raMe t0 f,ri)lJuot „,jality ar;a rclluMuty of 

deliveries,    *ality of product ls „^ bolh ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

efficiency of operalo,,    RdiaMUty of Oliver, is ofton t|K mly ^ 

by which a cuates decides ,el,een tw 3UMUura uhone qiiaiity ana cMt m 

reasonably itau.r.    ïn fact> wUÄU11y of dellwl<< ^^ ^^ 

coat becau.. the customer is able to „aintai* . lm< but safe ^ of 

inventory, and avoid having capital locked up ir, stock. 

Suanary 

Any Itata. concerning efficiency lévela require, conaideration of the 

M*rt in it. broadest ,«« a«, in relation to . apecific objective.   Under 

«ruin condition, an acceptable objective »ight be the proviaion of good. 

otherviae unobtainable without ai»uta„eously withdrawing good, already 

available. 

Ifficiency is related to the cost of producing the product.    In the pul* and 

paper i«iu.try *. component.,, or oo,t can be broadly broken down into the tbre* 

•ajor Hpnti, raw «ateríais, conversion and transportation. 

If the cost of m »ateríais is significantly greater than 30 percent, 

i-pro^nt in efficiency »ay frequently be achieved by improvements at the 

•one. of supply, or by better utilization (recovery) of fibre in the „ill. 

Manufacturing cost, offer the greatest potential for improvement, since the 

«nit cost, will decrease in direct proportion to any increase in production, 

** «Morta should consequently b. directed first at achieving maximum 

Poa.ible production levels with existing manpower and equipment,    improvement 

in the costs of transportation is generally dependent upon having first 

achieved effective fibre and manufacturing costs, quality and reliability of 

¿«livery.    <Wy after these have been achieved and stabilized can markets be 

«elected to the best advantage. 



CULTURA i, CON^iT^. '(' \ om 

The   "Potlatch'^KtT.cr, 

The  custom of U,* Vtlatcb" Wttij   tremed superficie IJ--   in  one  introduction, 

sufficiently only to nafcc the point  that it ,a,   u^-or ; ^hen.iblc to us, 

although it made senso tr> ti .ose that, practice,!  it. 

The coastal peoples in the Pacific Ncrthvert of the Arcericar, continent had no 

need for acquiring raterial    jpcr.Ge^io• other   th*n to enhance either their 

oelf-esteem or tb.« esteeir, or their  fellow,.    Th^re was onouGh for everyone to 

live on, they buiJt communal noun*,.,  share* food with one another, made their 

own clothing and weapon,.    A  family  having diverted  it«elf of its possessions- 

at a  «potlatch« would acquire as guests, the equivalent at other potlatches 

so that the end result,   in terms of posassions at least, was that everyone 

ended up approximate!/ equal. 

The objective of those who held "potlatches" was to gain esteem and they 

achieved this.    The custom which at first appears  incomprehensible become. 

->y wO UìI-JCJI itcx-id -„hen vie*od in this  li^ht. jjúo  ub cAítiuxne 

briefly some apparent conflicts in customs between the developed and 

underdeveloped countries, bearing in mind that actions taken to improve 

efficiency level, my have to be taker, with the aid of people with differing 

customs and traditions. 

Social Stratification 

me developing countries aré cenerai* characterised by a auch seller middle 

class than exists in the more highly developed courtrie*.    There tends to be a 

•»11 proportion of rich,  and a large propone of poor.     These at or near 

the bottom of the social scale characteristically work at manual labour, and 

those with manual or other .Kills ter,d to riso uiisntjy above thiB level. 

Since there are few outlets for application of such SKíII, they are generally 

in short supply.    Generation, of unbilled peopl« with a strong tradition of 

unskilled work may have tended to muce the ability of later generations tc 

acquire new mechanical skills,  even when the demand for r.ew skills expands. 



tradition of leadership, or they httve «„^ u on ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

in »anJpulaUn« the destini«. of nM>plK.    ^ ^ ^ ^^   ^^ 

educate,  than  tho rwBin^ , ^ ^ ^ ^   ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^thcr w ^ thelr soclal lrferior^   Aniiouth by aM ^ ^ ^ 

i. co• of aWe psople . ^ of Bh- are out£tending _ a ^^ 

—r. because of their evident s„periorUj ln tne saeM ^ ^ ^ 

to regard themselves as tunrricr in «11 n... «upeiitr m >U things and to think of thenselve. as 
bei»« »re able than they rear^ are_    ^ wia undertake ^^ ^ 

.nich they are not fitted and which they consent* perforo „ltB leas skm 

than is conducive to efficiency. 

Ol th. other .id. or the «a!, there are those who are extreme* able at the 

««1*1« in Which they have been trained hut who, oecauee „f their „„.„ of 

.up^iority «fu., to u,e their special taw, and .Kill unie., they can do 

•o fro. a pontic» of JmMh¡^    ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ 

unacc.pt.ble level, of efficiency, and in the wasting of valuahl. .klUs and 

talents. 

». dearth of .uitahle sfclll. ,t the lower end of the .ocial scale can be 

correct«, hy carem ..lection of those with the potential to develop „„ 

•kill« and thereafter by training. 

lection a* training i., of cour.e, the an„er to probi«. ari.i„g out of 

the conditi«, that exi.t in the uppK lmll of „^ „ut ,„„ u ^ ^ 

the .action,   m^ui, Mt be pl^ ^ „„^^ rather ^ ^ 

*• the aeasurtaent of ability. 

jfationaliaa 

Along „«„ the growing ..„. of national!., „ong copies of the developing 

eountri«, there 1. a corr-ponding growth in the .en« of individual worth 

«d a growing .elf-confidence. When thi. tendency is viewed in conjunction 

"1th the lac* of ,Kill. i„ tne ..chanic. and Ucht,ology of ^ ^^ ^ 

U .vidant that other difficult!« are a.» to be encountered in the .c,ui.itio„ 
°f new skills. 



Vh->  ,•<  now  r-nterpri«:-'  ir    'l'vtryl   li   M ^VIMPí J^ cr.nntr.v Hut I.U-í:.L direct 

mean;,  of acquiring »kill;;   in  ^enerrxlJy   to rmp.luv  i on-national,':  in th>- 

expectation th/it wh-ile ihey  -re pr:;viyji.¿ the  .;kJl.l.;   that are nettled,  the 

nationals will learn ¡.'row.  tin.-:...     Tu ¡>r-;.e; ieo  tic l,ir--i   ¿or eigner wiU  posiseli; 

tin- needed sJtiLlc,  eut ßer^raljy ho lf!  i: ¡en.)-able of te.vliinp,   or   is rarefy 

Given the proper opportunity   to tca.-.h oven  if he <f,oG  know how.     Those 

expected to learn see the- <.ase with which th.-  rorej.fi,.or performs  his skills 

find orten disliking him for h i y Jack of effort to do what it is believed he 

is supposed  to do -  teach-and   for In.-* indifferent to   Lheir beliefs and customs, 

they  frequently .«usurer-,   in their new :;eIf-conf:i4er;c-.i,   that they  can do as well 

themselvee. 

It tihould not be assumed that the foregoing risrarks apply only to operating 

and mechanical skills - they apply equally,   if not more so to Banalement skills, 

the talent  for which is harder to detect and harder stiJl,  to select. 

It »ust be clearly understood  that thpse remarks are critical in  the sense 

that they are not motivated by  feoHr^ of MUH*rarity.     They p.re Titivated 

by the necessity of demonstrating that the social and cultural influences  in 

a developing country must be r^to^med and  that the problème of low operating 

and production efficiencies must be overcome within  the  framework of its 

«¡cciety and culture, and net within the framework of the society and culture 

of the more favoured nations. 

language 

The skills and technical knowledge necessary  for improvements in efficiency 

have to be transmitted from those that possess them to those who dc not, Wid 

the means of communication depart upon an understanding of the language in 

which  the communication takes  place.    I •• this  seems   to  ir:ply tha-  the 

necessary skills and knowledge are pos ses ned  only by  mothers of the more 

favoured nations,  this  is not neceosarily the case,   for not infrequently the 

language of the upper lévelo  of society   iü   incomprehensible to members of the 

lower class.    Moreover each industry has  its  technical vocabulary and jargon. 

The words comprising tnese have not only  t,  be  Learned,   b;.t their meanin-a 

have to be understood. 
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The average irorrhclogíca.l  table I1BU about -0 di-ti-tivrv   mvr       • 
*.S\J ux^ui..utivej^' di if cren t 

l.nguaKes i„ the „„u .,,, lt i. prol„.lblc thRt UKSC b¡ turn can be cub(iividcd 

into thousand,; or dirti,« „i.Uoct,.    ,*,,„,. sommU,re tlrt,ren ,0 ^ 3() 

different lang»,,• «„e «,,a the world's „,«is, but even tlu, is a 

for.id.ble number,    obvio«,,], any exercise in cor,«,unicaUu„ to improve 

efficiency in any Delfio pulp and p*P,,r „m ir, a developing country ^.0 

b. preceded by a pro«• to ens.ure that, a viable means of coreunictio» 

exists. 

Religion 

Religious practices and .ores are lix.* to have an influence upon the »ethods 

adopted and adapted to i*Prove efficiency.    Due consideration needs to be 

given to these as Silure to recogni.e tW^ntal difference,  in outlook 

based on these factors win present significant barriers to effective 

coBBunication and «wtual understanding. 

SKILLS 

»ature and Decree 

Any protra, to inprove efficiency will depend for its success upon the extent 

to which existing kinds and degree, of skill are evaluated and upon the 

«tep« taken to correct deficiencies. 

Skill can be defined as "Practical knowledge- in combination with ability, 

cleverness and experience in arts or crafts \    m the context of this 

discuss ion this definition »ay be further qualified a. •anageaent skill, 

technical .kill or »anual skill, particularly mechanical skill.    In the 

following paragraph, these skills are discussed as they relate to the proble. 

of improving levels of efficiency. 

Management 8kilia 

A skillful mnager is likely to possess the following attributes: 

- ability to assign, define and delegate responsibilities so that no part of 

•n enterprise is without someone having designated responsibility for it, 

•J* no activity is assigned to more than one individual, 
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- a knowledge oT the technical and  buriner« as necia of the enterprise 

sufficient to enable hiw tu detect ¡xiA correct improper practices and to 

set attainable goulo or  target 3   for vcrforiraiic«, 

- ability to suitably influence the attitudes of people or otherwise motivate 

them to achieve the targets set. 

A high degree of skill in management generally only occurs when a manager has 

acquired these attributes over a significant period of time; he may have acquired 

then through any one of several differing combinations of experience occurring 

in different sequences.    These experiences will usually include: 

- a technical education, not necessarily in the technology of the specific 

industry, 

- forami or informal training or coaching (perhaps even extensive reading) 

in the management sciences, 

- leadership experience in a low-level management environment; as a supervisor 

for example. 

- social «cperionce in hvanan relations. 

Individuals with a combination of such attributes and experience are probably 

quite rare in the developing countries.    When there is a lack of managers 

possessing all the attributes necessary, steps must be taken to train them. 

Buch steps must be dynamic, the outcome of specific analyses of shortfalls 

and design of corrective programs for the individuals selected for training. 

It is important to recognise that "education" in a formal sense is only 

one of the requirements for an effective manager, and it is not necessarily 

the most important one.    The development of a cadre of skilled management 

personnel depends first upon selecting those with the capacity to acquire the 

necessary skills - without this, effective managers cannot be developed. 

Technical Skills 

Traditional technical skills ore acquired througn formal education and are 

enhanced by practical experience and application.    High technical skills 

result from long exposure to education or experience or both.   To be effective 



in industry,   thocc  ^«1,;  Lechuical *M.i;« ,,, H1,O po.se«, analytic] 

diaGnostic and creative skill,;   these ,an rarely be acuuired through form! 

education alone but arc the outcorre cithcx   of an inherent «enta! outlook 

or of long experience. 

Technical skills must be considered to includo not only the technology of the 

pulp and paper industry - rts physic« and chemistry - but skills m 8Uch 

disciplines as mechanical and electrical engineering. 

Some of the skills required by the industry have a basis in art rather than 

technology; paper making in,  to some extent,  one of these. 

Technical skills sufficient to enable an enterprise to compete in «orId market« 

•re apt to be rare in the developing countries and, as in the case of management 

•kills, where they are in short supply a dynamic program to provide then is 

required. 

Manual 8Xì11B 

Probably tb* most significant «cual skills in short cuppjy ir. the developing 

countries are the mechanical, electrical and similar skills required to keep 

caspie* modern machinery running at capacity,    it has been noted previously 

that the greatest contribution that can be made, as a rule, to the reduction 

in manufacturing costs is to increase production rates,    usually the first 

•tep in bringing about the necessary increase is to ensure that all plant 

capacity is used for the longest possible period of time and is not out of 

service because of operating error or mechanical breakdown. 

Difficulties in providing these skills from local sources are considerable. 

Hot only must the traditions non-mechanical labour be overcome, but the 

educational background of candidates for mechanical training is likely to slow 

down the process appreciably in comparison with the more highly developed 

countries; the language of the trade alone is a barrier.    Candidates for 

training in mechanical skills  in the more highly developed countries enter 

their training with a relatively higaer educational level ^nd invariably 

with higher literacy than in the under-developed countries;  even then an 
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apprenticeship neriod in the chosen trade generally lasts five years.    In the 

modern pulp and paper mill, mechanical traclecir.un often outnumber operating 

personnel.    Serious   deficiencies   in inrichariiccJ skills can only be overcome 

by using non-nationals if immediate benefit i¿ to result.    However,  cultural 

differences, language and costs may v,ell make the employment of foreigner« 

uneconomical and some compromise^ may therefore be neceosary. 

8kiU Acquisition 

There are many barriers to the acquisition of skills in some developing 

countries, at the root of these is mostly the social and cultural structure. 

To risk the dangers of generalization and at the same time to put the natter 

bluntly, those having the benefit of education frequently think they knew 

all that needs to be known,and the uneducated are slow to learn and think 

they learn auch faster than they actually do.   Among the lesser-educated 

there often appears to be either a lesser aptitude for, or a tradition against 

learning.    To overcome such problems requires a high degree of experience and 

skill in training. 

A SUQQE8TH) PROGRAM FOR ACTION 

Review of the Problem 

A program to improve the level of efficiency of pulp and paper manufacture in a 

developing country first requires that the operating economics of the particular 

•ill under study be compared with known standards for a similar operation, so 

that attention may be concentrated on those aspects of the operation where 

differences appear to exist.    Bach of these aspects must then be »•-1n~1 in 

detail to identify those which shew the greatest opportunity for improvement, 

so that work on these is given priority. 

Whereas in many instances there will be technical and mechanical process 

deficiencies, it will commonly be found that improving the effectiveness with 

which people do their jobs is the first step to be taken to bring about 

improvement in production efficiency.    Means of accomplishing this will include 

replacement of some personnel, transfer of others from one job to another and 

_an extensive program of training.   All levels of the organisation art likely 
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to be affecte* «od Ih, ^cess of bringing ..bout  Vn~ r.-hni^s  that are 

necessary must bo carefully planned  tì0 that there is a minimum of cultual 

conflict and that social stratification,  fa;niJy unit,,  national and individual 

pride,  language and religion are taken into ceroid erat ion. 

Organization and Management 

A business enterprise depend,,for its success upon ORGANIZATION,  SYSTEM and 

CAPABILITY.    ORGANIZATION refers to the chain of command by which the total 

responsibility for the enterprise is  delegated downwards by the chief executive 

to personnel who understand and are capable of discharging their individual 

responsibilities.    SY3TEM nfwa {iQ the ^.^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

the specification« used to define what the company does.    CAPABILITY needs no 

definition. 

It has already been indicated that the responsibilities of each individual 

within an organization must be so defined that no activity or task can rem in 

undone which contributes .to achieving the objectives of the enterprise. 

Responsibilities must be assigned logically to those capable of discharging 

then and so that there is no duplication.    Authority must be compatible with 

responsibility, and each individual must know to whom he is accountable and 

for what, and who is accountable to him.   A sign of a good organisation will 

be organisation charts and job descriptions which are understood and used, 

although the converse is not necessarily true; the existence of such charts 

and descriptions is not necessarily evidence that an organization is 

efficient. 

Syate» is manifested by evidence that the activities of a company are carried 

out in accordance with a plan such that whenever there is a relationship 

between one activity and another, the means of effecting the relationship 

has been prescribed, is simple and is easy to carry out. 

Without capability to discharge the responsibilities assigned or to operate a 

prescribed system an organization will be less tnan efficient and will not 

achieve its objectives. 
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In any program to improve efficiency the evaluation of an organization, UP 

system and ita capability must go hand in hand with identification of those 

specific aspects of the operation capable oí1 -¿nprovenent and the ranking of 

these in order of their impact on profitability. Such an evaluation and 

identification constitutes an audit. Without such an audit a specific plan of 

action cannot be developed. 

Planning 

No task should be undertaken without planning and usually the amount of 

planning required is in direct relation to the size of the task and the degree 

of success to be achieved.    An example of the relationship between planning 

and accomplishment is to be seen in the space programs developed by the U.S.A. 

and the U.S.S.R., in which the ratio of time spent on planning to the time 

•pant in executing the plan has probably been greater than in any other 

undartaking in history.    Despite the amount of planning, there have been tragic 

and costly failures,    it seems reasonable to suppose that less planning would 

have resulted in more failures and vice versa. 

»« first step in planning is to establish the objective and isolate the facts 

bearing upon it.    This is the audit, referred to previously,   übe next steps 

are as follows: 

- list all possible factors and actions which could result in achieving the 

objective, 

- avalúate the possible factors and actions, select those with the greatest 

potential for success and establish priorities and targets, 

- assign responsibilities for carrying out the actions indicated, 

- initiate action, 

- review progress in relation to targets set and modify as necessary. 

The Objectivas 

During the introductory paragraphs of this paper various alternative objective« 

«ere identified, these were: 

- to increase levels of efficiency to the point where pulp and paper are 

avail**!« without depriving tha country of essential goods previously available, 
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- to increa«, ffld«, in the manne, JuF.t. .ft* ,„ *»•«,„,, to eli,,,.,» 

subsidies, 

- to Mfc, tho product competitive  in outride mrket. If eoMitiu,* ar, 

suitable. 

Whichever objective is chosen - and in some instances all three nay be 

e.tablish«l m succession -  it is necessary first to identify it in 

quantitative teras.    what »ust ine «ill net price be and what aust the cost 

components be? 

Collect the Facta 

If » 1. neccary to «pre., the objective of . program in auch quantitative 

tena, a. identification of »hat the »ill net price must he, the process of 

collecting the fact, must he directed toward. determining «hat can be 

«oieved.    This i. a UA which require, a meaaure of knowledge and »kill oft« 

not avallale within experienced companies even in developed ccuntrie..    Thi. 

i», in fact, a job for the professional constant.    The con.ult.nt bring, to 

the job net only . brood b«c of toMp and cxpcricr.ee tc »kc « accurate 

determination, but .1.0 the „ece..ary objectivity.    The con.ult.nt can .Ho 

provide experienced personnel to work exclusively on the problem at band, 

leaving the »amber, of the organization being studied free to pur.ue their 

dw-to-day activitie. in running the enterprise,    in addition becau.. of hi. 

-r. ready .cees, to accurate information about what i. going on in other parts 

of the world, he is able to Identify specific area, in which improvement, in 

.fficiency «an be «de, a. well as those where no improvement i. po..ible. 

*»t of the opportunitie. for improvement will be manif,.ted by difference, in 

«.t - of manufacturing, material., administration and transportation - 

between the enterprise under study and those customary elsewhere in the 

1-hutry.   At the root of these will be the performance of individuals who 

either do not powess .ufficient .kill, to perform efficiently, an not 

•PPUring th. .kill« which they have, or for whom attainable target, have not 

been ,,t but for which they are held accountable.   A part of the iaot-flnding 

•""—^—•J—«—""-• ——  
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procesa ia bo establl*t< an inventory of pkl.ll-' together with a list of thocs 

which are lacking, and another part is to determine the increase in profit 

likely to result if the objecti/es are »net. 

Such a collection of facts constitutes the basis for designing a program of 

improvement, and for a decision as to how far it is economical to proceed. 

Develop and Evaluate Alternative Courses of Action 

Owe needs have been identifie*, specifically those needs showing promise of 

being net, it is possible to determine whether or not the objectives of the 

program can be »et in whole or in part, to estimate the profit that would result 

from Meting those objectives, and to design a program which focusaea attentimi 

only on those areas capable of improvement.   As mentioned previously, improvement 

U most likely to be brought about by a change in the performance of people. 

Sos* of those involved may need to be reassigned to responsibilities 

correspondit* with their capabilities and this may mean upward or downward 

transfers.    Some may need special training to acquire the skills for objectivée 

to be met.    In try went there arc certain tc be a number of courses of action 

which can be taken,    m order to find the most economical solution to the 

problem, all alternatives need to be examined and evaluated so as to ensure 

tbmt those most likely to bring about success are selected,    in selecting 

actiona entailing re-aasignment of responsibility and programs or personnel 

development or training, the importance of the social and cultural 

consideration, referred to in the previous chapter cannot be over-emphasised. 

Work groare» 

»e completion of the fact finding and evaluation stages of the program 

«emerlbed in the foregoing will result in the establishment of specifications 

for the task ahead.    Illese specifications will not only establish targets 

for achievement but will indicate the course required to achieve them and 

provide a basi* for estimating the cost.   Targets will need to be specified 

in tangible terms so that performance can be measured against the»,   ft». 

•»•Pi., if product «pacifications do not exist, a target might be, not only 

the preparation of written product specifications, but also written testing 
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procedures for «rwHri,« woduct character«-^.cy with the specification, and 

written manufacturing procedure, directed towards ensuring that the product 

will be made within specification lijnits. 

If the streamlining oí' systems and procedures will contribute to improved 

efficiency, responsibility must be assigned for the design of new systems 

*nd guidelines established for what these are to accomplish. 

If physical changes to plant and equipment are needed, these must be identified, 

their cott estimate;! and expenditure justified upon the basis or the increase 

in profit project.*!. 

The conduct of an audit, the preparation of a work program, the design of new 

system and the determination for the need for physical change generally requires 

the type of skill and knowledge that can best be provided by the professional 

consultant.   A reasonable estimate of the time required to sake an audit and 

develop a work program would be six months. 

As has been indicated earlier, iacleaontatlon of the work prograo is likely to 

require that mare effort be expended upon training than on any other aspect. 

For this reason, the next section is devoted to a discussion of training. 

DESIO» OF A TRAINIWG PROGRAM 

Penerai 

in considering the design of a training program having as its objective 

ra-aeeignment of responsibilities, the acquisition of new skills and the 

attainment of specific performance objectives, an excellent guide is provided 

by the chapter on training programs contained in the manual on 'The Use of 

Consultants in Developing Countries" published by UMIDO in 1968.    This 

chapter describes a program   wherein those undergoing training participate 

in deciding what training is needed and in determining the course of action 

necessary to meet those needs.    The role of the consultant is to act as the 

prim»   mover to keep the program going and to coordinate its various parts. 

This is "on-the-job" training in its broadest possible sense and consequently 

involves minimum interference with productive activity and miniau« cost. 



It mist be recognized that improvement as the result cf training is necessarily 

slow because of the normal human res ir tane e to change.    It is particularly 

important therefore to be sure that training program;: are relevant to their 

objectives and that they are designed and selected to meet the specific 

objectives determined during the fact-finding phase.    The techniques of 

training are generally little understood and it is a common error to bring 

inadequate forces with inadequate skills to bear upon the problem.    Ine design 

and conduct of a training program is the task for a specialis with a proven 

record of past performance if there is to be any reasonable assurance of 

success. 

Whom to Train 

»t audit phase of the improvement program will have identified training needs 

union amy involve all levels in'the organisation, or only the lower echelon«. 

Training will almost certainly include management and supervisory skills, 

procedural skills, technical skills and manual (mechanical) skills.   However, 

whether or not tîi* top échele** of ti* orKaniMilioii avweaz- buff ideally 

not to acquire additional training, it is unlikely that any major 

will be successful unless management take part in such a way that 

their participation is known to all.   A mechanic who is trained by his foreman 

U likely to be more satisfactory to that foreman than a mechanic trained by 

someone elae.   By the same token a supervisor trained by his own supervisor 

U likely to be a better supervisor than he would be if trained by someone 

•la«. 

Ifitbin the organisation, therefore, the top levels of management must 

participât, m the program at the very least to the extent of contributing 

to its design and supporting it with their authority and enthusiasm. 

Where «»-national, are involved in training at any level it must be ensured 

that they are competent in the techniques of training and that they learn 

•omething of the language and customs of the country. 
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Training at the Management. Leve] 

The involvement of top management in the design of * total training wo^i-am 

necessitates the employment of a professional nanr.f,cncnt counsellor who is 

capable of identifying management weaknesses arid oT assisting with their 

correction. 

Considerable time is taken up during the early stages of such a program because 

it consists primarily of establishing an over-all mill-wide training program 
l 

design.    Subsequently, if coaching of management becomes necessary, the best 

results are obtained by short concentrations of effort at relatively long 

intervals, (a month to six weeks perhaps) spread over an appreciable period of 

time. 

A large part of the coaching activity is usually related to the setting of goals 

and targets for subordinates and the establishment of procedures for ensuring 

that these goals will be met.    If members of the top management group can 

benefit from special instruction in such topics as comiDunications, training 

technique«, problew solving *nd the like, these may be obtained by attendance 

at formal courses and seminare provided by Universities or professional 

associations.   Alternatively if there is a sufficient requirement for such 

training with an organisation; specialists in these fields are available 

who can provide in-plant training, often at much lets cost and with less 

disruption to opentions than if training is undertaken away from home. 

Supervisory Training 

Apart fro» specialised courses to meet specific needs, probably the most valuable 

for» of training for supervisors results from participation in identifying and 

describing their own responsibilities and in setting goals and targets for 

those that work under their supervision.    The best instructor for this type of 

training is likely to be an individual's own supervisor, who will have the 

opportunity of comparing the job descriptions and targets which have been 

prepared with those prepared for himself. 
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All that is requit U t„ keep such a prognu,; i** usurai, iun and effective i* 

«one general supervision by a management counsellor, whose principal function 

is to ensure that work is actually per farmed OB required by the program and 

that it, is not allowed to wither and die from inertia. 

Procedural Training 

Procedural training should be carried out by those who have designed the 

procedures.   All that is necessary is to ensure that the trainers are armed 

with appropriate techniques and that there is a specific program established 

With targets for completion and the means for the measurement of result». 

Technical and Mechanical Skills 

Technical and mechanical skills are probably best learned by the application 

or »am modification of the traditional apprenticeship system.    This require« 

that each trainee accomplish a wide variety of tasks, each of which is 

preceded, and perhaps accompanied, by specific instruction in how to perform it. 

To carry out such a program on a broad scale requires the establishment of an 

uMffruiaaliui - almost certainly several oeople,  some of whom would nave oth*r 

duties - responsible for seeing the program through. 

The Training Organization 

To initiate a training program embracing all the types of activity described 

in the foregoing in a pulp and paper mill employing five or six hundred people 

would probably require initially a full-tune staff of several specialists 

under a Training Director, these would diminish as the program progrès.«*. 

I» extreme cases such a program might be spread over two to three year«.    In 

advance of the in-plant program these specialists would have to undergo «peciml 

training themselves j in the language of the country and in it. custom« and 

culture. 

SltKARY AW) C0HCIUSION8 

A program to improve the levels of efficiency in pulp and paper mills in 

developing countries requires an audii of existing conditions, the develop«*,* 

of a work program based upon the audit and is followed by action to implement 
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.      SK1XÍ.Ü assistance  ir. litoiy  to oe required for r.U ture« 
ti.« worK program.    bK.iXi.eo UB^- 

^e. OC * W» »' ~ "  - l- "-i""-     l!""lM"C"!U,tl°" '"' ,1UC" " 

p,^ i. !*** to „UU ,uUa„e f ,< traina at aU U.«» of the 

«ganUati«, .pread ove. a period or tü»c. 

... „ot on* have a ac«- tecnnicaX UacK^ i» U* i-^ ^ - -" 

.,0 a. ^ .1* an ,.- * - — - —VWl~ 

..«. *« tne «-tn operate«.    «. appU.  ^ * -e ». t,^ 

ani  ornement  it by an extended program ot 
the audit, develop the «orK program and  »pl«en- y 

guidance and training. 

.„  . „,,,   reVeal the extent to which a program of 
An audit of the type described «ill rex cal 

^o^nt „iU increa, profit.    The «or* Progran „ill -. it P-.»* - 

d.ter.ine the co. of i^Utlon and the —nt necessary to generate 

in nrofit      If th« return on investment ir sufficient, 
the necessary increase in profit.    11 

»a, „o*« can *e ——.    « » * "*• - -*1- * a ^ 
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